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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we will relate group-theoretic and character-theoretic nfor- 
mation in some unusual ways. We will be dealing with a finite group G, and 
we will be working within Z(CG) the centre of the complex group algebra of 
G. Our main tool will be a formula for computing the product of several 
class sums within Z(GG) from the character table. The formula for the 
product of two class sums is, of course, very well known. The formula for 
the product of more than two class sums seems not to be well known, 
although it appears from time to time in the literature on finite group theory, 
and was probably known to Burnside. 
1. DERWATION OF THE FORMULA 
Let { yi: 1 < i < m} be a full set of representatives for the conjugacy 
classes of the finite group G. Let {xi: 1 < i < m} be the set of complex 
irreducible characters of G, and let ei be the idempotent 
hi(l,)/l G() CKeG xi( g-r) g in Z(CG), for 1 < i < m. Finally, for 1 < i < m, 
let Ki be the sum within Z(CG) of the elements of the conjugacy class 
containing yi. Then, by the usual orthogonality relations, we know that 
Ki = 2 [G : C,(y,)] $#-ej. 
j=l J 
LEMMA 1. Let nl, q,..., n,,, be non-negative integers. Then for any 
x E G, the coefficient of x in the product j-J!! 1Kj”j is given by 
QO21-8693184 $3.00 
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Proof. For each i with 1 < i < m, we may define a linear character 3Li of 
Z(GG) by: A,(X) =Xi(X)/Xi(l) for each XE Z(CG). Then, as Z(CG) is a 
commutative semi-simple algebra, X = Cy! 1 n,(X) ei for each X E Z(C 
Now 
Now for x E G, the coefficient ofx in e, is xi(l)xi(x>/I G/, which completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
2. ON THE GENERATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let a be an element of G#, and suppose that b E (ag: g E G)“. Assume 
without loss of generality that a is conjugate to y1 . Then b occurs with non- 
zero coefficient in KT for some positive integer n, and indeed this co~d~t~o~ is 
sufficient toensure that b E (ag: g E G). 
By Lemma 1, we have 
for some integer n > 0. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that x(a)/x(l) assume k distinct valkues as x ranges 
through those irreducible characters for which x(a)x(b) # 0. Then b is 
expressible as a product of k or fewer conjugates of a. If b is not expressible 
as a product of k - 1 or fewer conjugates of a, then there is at least one 
irreducible character, x, of G such that x(a) = 0, x(b) # 0. 
ProoJ: Let {ai : 1 < i ,< K-J be the distinct values of x(a)/x(l) as x ranges 
through irreducible characters of G for which x(a)X(b) f 0. For I < i < k, 
let 
ui = c __ x(1) x(b)* 
fXItia)=aitil)l 
Suppose that b is not a product of k or fewer conjugates of a. Then by 
Lemma 1, for 1 < s < k, we have 
thus for 1 <s < k, we have CfzI aSo{ = 0. 
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Hence we see that Ao = 0, where A is the k X k matrix whose (i, j) entry 
is a{, and o is the k-long column vector whose ith entry is ui. Now as 
a1, a,,..., ak are distinct and non-zero, det(A) f 0, so a = 0. In particular, 
J&:X(aI=x(I)l x( 1)x(b) = 0. (The set we are summing over is non-empty, since 
it contains the trivial character.) 
Now ix :x(a) =x(1)1 ’ P IS recisely the set of characters of G which contain 
(ag : g E G) in their kernels. Thus we cannot have b E (up : g E G), for if 
that were the case, then C~ZX(a)=X(l)I x(1)x(b) would be a positive integer. 
This contradiction shows that b is expressible as a product of k or fewer 
conjugates of a. Suppose now that b is not expressible as a product of k - 1 
or fewer conjugates of a, but that X(b) = 0 whenever x(u) = 0. Then 
whenever x(a) x(b) = 0 we know that X(b) = 0, SO that C:=r pi = 
Cj”= 1 Xj( 1) ~ = 0. Thus Bo = 0, where B is the k x k matrix whose (i, j) 
entry is a”-l. 
Once again, det(B) # 0, leading to the same contradiction as above. Thus 
if b is not expressible as a product of k - 1 or fewer conjugates of a, there is 
an irreducible character x of G such that x(u) = 0, X(b) # 0. The proof of 
Lemma 2 is complete. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that there are s irreducible characters x, of G, 
for which x(b) # 0. Then b is expressible us a product of s - 1 or fewer 
conjugates of a. 
Proof. Suppose that the corollary is false. Then by Lemma 2, there are s 
irreducible characters, x of G for which x(u)~(b) # 0. Also by Lemma 2, 
there is an irreducible character, x, of G such that x(u) = 0, x(b) f 0. These 
two conditions cannot be simultaneously satisfied, so the proof of 
Corollary 3 is complete. 
Remark. We note that s < (C,(b)(, and that there are at most iC,(u)( 
irreducible characters of G for which x(a) # 0. Thus by Corollary 3 and 
Lemma 2, b is expressible as a product of at most min(l Cc(u)\, 1 C,(b)\ - 1) 
conjugates of a. 
We remark that for n > 2, if we take G = S,, a = (12), and b = (12 ,..., n), 
then it is easy to see that b cannot be expressed as a product of fewer than 
(n - 1) conjugates of a. Thus for every s > 2 there is a group G, and 
elements a, b of G for which the bound of Corollary 3 is attained (and for 
which ( C,(b)\ = s). 
COROLLARY 4. (i) Suppose that G is simple, and let k be the minimum 
over g E G#of){xj:xj(g) # O}l. Th en or any x, y E G#, y is expressible as a f 
product of k2 - k or fewer conjuugtes of x. 
(ii) Let c = min,,,, ( C,( g)(, and let h be the size of the smallest non- 
trivial conjugucy class of G. Then if G is simple, ) G( < 1 + h + h2 ... + h”-“. 
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PraoJ: (i) Pick u E G” so that / {xj : xj(u) # }I = k. Pick x, y E Gip. 
is simple, y E (up: g E G). Thus, by Lemma 2 
conj es of U. By Corollary 3, each of these co 
as a duct of k - 1 or fewer conjugates of x (a 
is expressible as a product of k2 - k or fewer conjugates of X. 
(ii) k ,< c. Let K be the class sum in .Z(CG) of the conjugacy class 
containing x E G#. Then each element of G# occurs with non-zero coefficient 
in K’ for some i with 1 < i < c2 -c. Thus if the conjugacy class of x 
contains h elements, / 61 Q 1 + h + h2 ‘.a + he’-‘. As this is true for any 
x E G#, the proof of Corollary 4 is complete. 
Now we return to an arbitrary 6. Let N be a proper subgroup of G, and 
let b be an element of (Hg : g E G)#. 
EEMMA 5. Suppose that (AH, M/x(U amumes k distinct values as x 
ranges through irreducible characters ofG such that kl,, IH) x(b) # 0. Then 
b= f= 1 h,, where each hi is conjugate to an element of 
Proof: Suppose that the lemma is false. Then since 1, E 
expressible in the form JJf=, hj, where each hj is conjugate to an element of 
H: for any t < k. 
y Lemma 2, for any t < k, and any t-tuple (h,) h2,..‘, h ) of elements of 
For a fixed t ,< k, we sum over all possible t-tuples to obtain 
Thus for 1 < t < k, we have 
Now an argument similar to that used in Lemma 2 shows that 
~~X:(x,n,ln~=x(l)I x(1)X(b) = 0, so that b @ (F: g E G}, a ~ontra~i~t~o~~ The 
proof of Lemma 5 is complete. 
Remark. Lemma 5 has the advantage over Lemma 2 that klH, 1,)/x(1> 
is unchanged when x is replaced by an algebraica.lly conjugate character. 
This will be exploited later when we deal with groups having a Sylow 
subgroup which is cyclic. 
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We also remark that as groups of odd order have no non-trivial real- 
valued irreducible character, Lemma 5 appears stronger for groups of odd 
order than groups of even order. 
3. GENERATION OF THE COMMUTATOR SUBGROUP 
P. X. Gallagher has studied in [ 1,2] the length of the shortest expression 
of an element of g E G’ as a product of commutators. We will examine this 
question from a somewhat different point of view, though the basic tool, a 
formula due to Burnside, is the same. See also [3]. 
We derive this formula for the sake of completeness. We first note that an 
element g E G is expressible in the form [x, JJ] if, and only if, g occurs with 
non-zero coefficient inKK* in the group algebra Z(CG), where K is a class 
sum, and K* is the class sum of the corresponding class of inverses. More 
generally, g is a product of t commutators if and only if g occurs with non- 
zero coefficient in j-JY1(KjKj*)“j for some set of non-negative integers 
n, .a* n, such that Cj”=I nj = t. 
By Lemma 2, g is a product of t commutators if and only if 
2 Xj(l>xj(g> fi ('$ff!' Ini+' 
j=l 
for some set of integers {ni 1 < i < m}, as above. 
Let 
By Lemma 2, f(n, , n2 ,..., n ) > 0 whenever each n, > 0 and CT!r ni = t. 
Thus g is a product of t commutators if and only if 
CC such m-tuples fh 3 n2 p-a~ n,)) # 0. Thus g is a product of t commutators if 
and only if 
m 1 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that g E (G’)#, and that x(1) assume k distinct 
values as x ranges through irreducible characters of G for which x(g) # 0. 
Then g is expressible as a product of k - 1 commutators. 
ProoJ Suppose that the lemma is false. Then as 1, is a commutator, g is 
not expressible as a product of t commutators for any t with 1 < t < k - 1. 
Thus for any t with 1 < t < k - 1, we have 
Jgl Xj(l)Xj(g) ’ &=O’ 
J 
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Let ~1~) a*,..., ak be the distinct values of x(1) as x ranges through 
characters with x(g) # 0. For 1 ,< i ,< k, let cri = C,X:X(lj=aii x(1)x(g). T 
Cfcl oi = 0, as g E G #. Also, for I<j<k-1, Cfz=1a.;2jcrj=0. T 
CJ~ = 0 for each i, as a;‘, a;* ,..., a;= are distinct. 
In particular 2 C,:fil,=llx(l)x(g) =O, contrary to the fact that gE G’~ 
The proof of Lemma 6 is complete. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that P is a finite p-group for some prime p. 
Then: 
(i) If [P : Z(P)] = pk, each element of P’ is a product of [k/2] 
commutators. 
(ii) IfP has an abelian subgroup of index p’, then every element of P’ 
is 61 product of r commutators. 
ProoJ (i) Every irreducible character of P has degree at most ptk”l~ 
Thus there are at most [k/2] + 1 possible degrees for irreducible characters 
of P. Part (i) now follows from Lemma 6 (as 1, is a commutator)~ 
(ii) Let A be an abelian subgroup of P with [P : A] = p’. Let x be an 
irreducible character of P. Then we have 
01lA~XlAL >x(lh so lPl~lJAIOIIA~XlA~~I~IX~~~9 
and x(1) < [P:A] = p’. Now part (ii) follows from Lemma 6. 
Remark. Let P=(xi: 1 <i<k, [x~,x~]~=x~= [xi,xjsxm]= 1 for all 
i, j, m>. Then P’ = Z(P) = Q(P) is elementary abelian of order pk’k-“‘2 and 
index pk. Corollary 7 tells us that each element of P’ is a product of [k/2] 
commutators. Suppose that, in fact, n is the smallest integer such that eat 
element of B’ is a product of rz commutators. 
We note that [x, JJ] depends only on the cosets x-Z(P) and yZ(P), so that 
P contains at most (P:Z(P)]’ (=p”“) commutators. Thus we must have 
[P:Z(P)]‘” > lP’j. Hence p2kn > pk(k-1j’2, so n > (k - 1)/4. Thus 
IZ > f[k/2], as n is an integer. The estimate given in Lemma 6 is at most 
twice as large as the best possible bound. The example above was used 
P. X. Gallagher to illustrate a different type of bound was of the right or 
of magnitude (see [2]). 
It seems quite likely that the bound in Corollary 7(ii) might be best 
possible for each r, in which case the bound given in Lemma 6 can always 
be attained (at lest for p groups). 
4. GROUPS WITH A CYCLIC SYLOW %JBGRQUQ 
Throughout this section, we assume that for some prime p, G has a cyclic 
Sylow p-subgroup P, and that [N,(P): C, )] = e. We also adopt the 
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convention that if e = p - 1, all irreducible characters of G are considered 
“non-exceptional.” 
Let a be a p-regular element of G, and let x E P#. 
LEMMA 8. If x E (ag: g E G), then some element in the p-section of x 
may be expressed as a product of e or fewer conjugates of a. Furthermore, tf 
no element in the p-section of x is expressible as a product of e - 1 or fewer 
conjugates of a, then x(a)/x(l) assumes e + 1 distinct values as x ranges 
through the irreducible characters in the principal p-block of G, so 001) = 
QQ(a)) for each non-exceptional character x in the principal p-block of G. 
Proof. Let B denote the principal p-block of G. Suppose that 
x E (ag : g E G), but that no element in the p-section of x is expressible as a 
product of e or fewer conjugates of a. 
By Lemma 2, for 1 < n Q e, and for any p-regular y E C,(x), we have 
2 Xj(l)xj(xu> (f$)“=O. 
j=l J 
By Brauer’s econd main theorem, 
c x(1)x(x) #)“=o XEB 
for each such n. 
Suppose first that CIXEB:X(a)=X(l))~(l)~(~) = 0. Then certainly 
x $ (ug: g E G). An argument similar to that used in Lemma 2 shows that 
x(a)/x(l) assumes e + 1 non-zero values as x ranges through B. The fact that 
CXEB x(l) x(x> = 0 now yields a contradiction, as in the proof of the latter 
part of Lemma 2. 
Suppose that no element in the p-section of x is expressible as a product 
of e - 1 or fewer conjugates of a. An argument similar to that used in 
Lemma 2 shows that x(a)/x( 1) assumes at least e distinct non-zero values as 
x ranges through B. If x(a) = 0 for some XE B we are done. (For then 
x(a)/x( 1) assumes e + 1 distinct values as x ranges through B. The non- 
exceptional characters in B are invariant (setwise) under algebraic 
conjugation. If Qh) # Q(‘J(~)) for some such x, then x0 #X for some 
CJ E Gal(Q(#4~(a))). But then x”(a)/x”( 1) = x(a)/x( l), contrary to the 
fact that x(a)/x(l) assumes e + 1 distinct values as x ranges through B.) 
We may suppose then that x(a)/x(l) # 0 for any x E B. Once more, the 
fact that C,,, x( 1) X(X) = 0 and an argument similar to that used in the 
latter part of Lemma 2 leads to a contradiction unless x(a)/x(l) assumes 
e + 1 distinct values as x ranges through B. The proof of Lemma 8 is com- 
plete. 
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LEMMA 9. Let a be a p-regular element of G’, and let x E P#. Then if 
x E (ag: g E G), and no element in the p-section of x is expressible as a 
product of e - 1 conjugates of elements of (a), each non-exception 
character of B is rational-valued. 
PrsoJ Lemma 9 can be proved by combining the proofs of mmas 5 
and 8. Zinder the hypotheses of Lemma 9, we can conclude that as x ranges 
through B, Ollcal, lC,,)/x(l) assumes e + Z distinct values. Since 
invariant under algebraic conjugation, it quickly follows that ail non- 
exceptional characters in B are rational-valued. 
6. AN APPLICATION TO THE CLASSICAL GROUPS 
THEOREM 10. Let F be afinitefield of characteristic q, let V be aflraite- 
dimensional vector space over F, and let G be a $nite group of linear 
transformations of V. Suppose that G has a cyclic @low p-subgroup, P; with 
ii%;;(p) : C&J)] = e f 1, S or some p f 2 or q. Suppose further that G is 
generated by conjugates of a p-regular element x, which has an eigenspace qf 
codimension I. 
Then : 
(i) dim,(C,(P)) = dim,( V> - e. 
(ii) The non-exceptional characters in the ~ri~~i~a~ p-block of G, armd 
the non-exceptional characters in the principal p-block of G’, are all rational- 
valued. 
ProoJ: Note that G = G’(x). Let u be a generator of P. Then u is 
conjugate to e of its powers, so as char(F) z p, there are at lest e distinct 
primitive [P Ith roots of unity among the eigenvaiues of u on V OF. P, where 
F, is a suitable extension of F. 
Now u E (x”: g E G), so that for some p-regular u E C,(U), MU is a 
product of e or fewer conjugates of X. As x has an eigenspace of 
coddmension I, uv has an eigenspace of codimension at most e. Since x is p- 
regular, it quickly follows that u has the eigenvalue 1 with m~ltip~i~~ty at 
least dim,(V) - e. By the remarks above, we must have dim,(C, 
e see then, that if v is a p-regular element of C,(U), ua! has no 
f eodimension less than e, so that uv is not expressible as a 
e - 1 conjugates of elements of (x) (for if it were, it would have 
aee of codimension <e - I). By Lemma 9, the non-exce 
in the principal p-block of G are all rational-valued. 
ow suppose that G # 6’. As G = G’(x) and P z G’, t ere is some g E G 
l such that xslxg 6i! O,,(G). Let z =x- x g. Then 2 has the eigenvahe 1 with 
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multiplicity dim,(Y) - 2 or more. If z is p-singular, then e = 2 (for each 
power of u has the eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity dim,(V) - e (except la)), 
in which case Theorem 10 is certainly true. 
We assume then, that z is p-regular. Now let e’ = [N,,(P) :C,,(P) J. Let 
Q=Pn(zR:gEG) (so Q# lG). 
Let w be a generator of Q. For some p-regular s E C,(w), ws is 
expressible as a product of e’ or fewer conjugates of z. Since z has an 
eigenspace of codimension 2 or 1, it follows that w has the eigenvalue 1with 
multiplicity at least dim,.(V) - 2e’. Hence dim,(V) - 2e’ < dim,( I’) - e so 
e’ > e/2, and e’ = e or e/2 (for certainly e’ j e). 
Suppose that e’ = e/2. Then it follows by consideration feigenspaces that 
no element in the p-section of w is expressible as a product of e’ - 1 
conjugates of elements of (z). By Lemma 9, the non-exceptional characters 
in the principal p-block of G’ are rational-valued. 
Suppose then that e’ = e. Then it quickly follows that each non- 
exceptional character in the principal p-block of G’ is the restriction f a 
non-exceptional character from the principal p-block of G, and we already 
know that these are rational-valued. The proof of Theorem 10 is complete. 
Remark. Theorem 10 may be used to prove that if a finite classical 
group H such that E(H) is quasi-simple and has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
for some prime p # char(H), then the non-exceptional haracters in the prin- 
cipal p-block of E(H) (which of course corresponds to the principal p-block 
of WYWW))) are all rational-valued. 
If H is a classical group other than a symplectic group in odd charac- 
teristic, then H contains an involution with an eigenspace of codimension 1. 
If H is a symplectic group in odd characteristic r,then H contains an 
element of order r with an eigenspace of codimension 1. Let N be the normal 
subgroup of H generated by the conjugates of an element x with an 
eigenspace of codimension 1. Let G be the normal subgroup of N generated 
by the N-conjugates of x. Then in all cases it can be quickly verified that 
G’ = E(H). Theorem 10 may be applied to deduce that if E(H) has a cyclic 
Sylow p-subgroup for the prime p # char(H), then the non-exceptional 
characters in the principal p-block of E(H) are all rational-valued. 
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 10 shows that if H itself has 
cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, then the non-exceptional characters in the prin- 
cipal p-block of H are rational-valued. 
7. INTEGRALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we derive some integrality conditions on the irreducible 
characters of finite simple groups. Throughout this section, G denotes a finite 
non-abelian simple group. 
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LEMMA 11. Let a # 1, and b be non-conjugate elements of 6. Let 
a a 1, 2 ,..-, 1 be all the distinct values of [G : C,(a)]k(a)/x( 1)) as x ranges 
through irreducible characters of G with x(a)~(b) # 0. Let 
c = 1.c.m. (1 C,(a)l, /C,(b)/). Then lJi& - kj)’ = c2r for some integer r. 
(Note the possibility that b = 1, is not excluded.) 
ProoJ: We first note that {I,, &,..., /z,] is invariant under algebraic 
conjugation, and consequently niij(Ii - Aj)’ is an integer. 
By Lemma 2, we see that for 1 < n < k, 
is the coefficient ofb in the nth power of the class sum of the class of a En 
Z(GG). This is certainly a non-negative integer, say, d,. 
For 1 < i < k, let 
Then for 1 < n < k, we have Cf= r Ii-la, = 1 C,(a)/ d,. 
Let A be the k x k matrix whose (i, j) entry is ,4:-l. Let o be the k-long 
column vector with ith entry CJ~, and let d be the k-long column vector wit 
ith entry di. 
Then we have Ao = 1 C,(a)/ d. Now we may label so that /2, = j G : C, 
As G is simple, (J, = 1. We have: o = (det A)-” /C,(a)/ Adj(A)d. Since 
an integral column vector, and the entries of Adj(A) are algebraic integers, 
the fact that ‘T, = 1 forces us to conclude that det(A)/) CG(a>l is an algebraic 
integer. However, det(A) = ni.,j(,Ii - nj). 
Thus ni<j(di -S)’ = ) CG( a ‘s )I f or some integer s. Now for 1 < n < k, 
Lemma 2 shows that 
is the coefficient of a-’ in the product of the class sum of b-l with the 
(n - l)st power of the class sum of a, so this is again a non-negative integer. 
An argument similar to the above shows that det(A)/jC,(b)j is an algebraic 
integer. The conclusion of Lemma 11 now follows. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose that G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, P for some 
prime p. Let a be a p-regular element of G’, and let ;1,,...,II, be the 
distinct values of [G: Cc(a)]&(a)/x(l)) as x ranges through irreducible 
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characters in the principal p-block of G such that x(a) # 0. Then 
) 0,,(C,(P))j2 JJcj(Ai - nj)2 = j C,(a)12tfor some integer t. 
ProoJ: Let u be a generator of P. By Lemma 2, for any p-regular 
v E C,(u), and for any II with 1 < n < k, 
is a non-negative integer. 
Now we sum over all u E O,,(C,(P)). If x is an irreducible character of G 
not in the principal p-block, then C ueoP,(cc(un X(W) = 0, whereas if x is an 
irreducible character in the principal p-block of G, X(W) =x(u) for each 
v E O,,(C,(u)). Letting B denote the principal p-block of G, we conclude 
that 
is a non-negative integer for 1 < n < k. 
Letting A denote the k x k matrix whose (i, j) entry is 1:-i, an argument 
very similar to that of the previous lemma now shows that 
/ o,f(cG(p))I (det A) 
1 cG(a)l 
is an algebraic integer. The conclusion of Lemma 12 follows quickly from 
this fact. 
An almost identical argument yields (after ecalling that the principal p- 
block of a p-constrained group H contains all irreducible characters of 
H&W)): 
LEMMA 13. Let u be a p-element of G#for some prime p, and let a be a 
p-regular element of G#. Assume that C,(u) is p-constrained. Let 
{;li: 1 <i< k) be the set of distinct values of [G:C,(a)]f’~(a)/~(l)) as x 
ranges through characters of the principal p-block of G such that 
x(a)X(u) # 0. Then 1 O,,(C,(U))~~ JJt<j(ai - 3Lj)’ = t / Co(a)12 for some 
integer t. 
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